Secom Apprentice Engineer Program:
Fire and Security apprenticeships offer a rewarding and challenging career route for you to build
your skills and experience while gaining a nationally recognised qualification. Fire and Security is an
exciting career where workers are in high demand! The industry provides a wide variety of
opportunities from engineers, surveyors through to operations management and much more!
Fire and Security apprenticeships combine on the job training with academic study so you can
develop skills and experience which is essential to the industry.
There is a common misconception that Fire and Security apprenticeships only involve pulling cables
and crawling into voids wearing hard hats and hi-vis jackets, but a career in Fire and Security is much
more than that! Digital technology is changing the face of the Fire and Security industry meaning
new and emerging roles are surfacing.
More about Fire and Security apprenticeships:
Training is based on meeting the industry standards and those developed by the trailblazer for the
engineer role. The training has been designed at a level 3 standard to ensure that the individual can
perform in the field as a polished engineer with impeccable knowledge skills and behavior.
Occupational profile
Fire, Emergency and Security Systems Technicians design, install, commission and maintain
electronic systems in and outside simple and complex premises to protect individuals, homes and
properties from risk and danger.
Systems include fire, security and emergency systems to detect intrusion, provide surveillance,
monitor and control access to buildings, properties and sites or to detect fire and emergencies.
Skills include interconnection of equipment, programming, verifying performance/fault finding and
testing and maintaining. Technicians will carry out planned jobs to install new systems, modify and
maintain existing systems as well as respond to call-outs to repair faulty systems where they will
utilise their problem-solving skills.
They will take a professional approach to customer service skills which include being presentable,
tidy and respectful as they can often find themselves working in and outside customers’ homes as
well as in and outside business premises.
It is important for Fire, Emergency and Security Systems Technicians to be able to work
independently or as part of a team and use their knowledge and skills to ensure systems have been
appropriately selected and installed and maintained to a professional industry standards, often
without any supervision, and done so in a safe, efficient and economical manner to minimise waste.

Knowledge and skills requirements:

